
ABSTRACTS OF MEDICO-HISTORICAL ARTICLES
IN HINDI JOURNALS

P. D. JOPAT*

1. Vaidik-sahitya Me Kankal Tantra (Skeleton-System in Vedic Literature)
by Suresh Chandra Srivastava, Ayurvedavikas February - March 1979;
18,2& 3; pp. 19-30 & 12 - 19.

This article in two parts deals with the anatomical information availa-
ble in Vedic literature. The systematic description of various tissues, musc-
les and bones of the body is found in a chapter of the Atharvaveda,which
pertains to the treatment of Kilasa, Similar description about hair, skin,
muscles and bones is available in Aitareya Br ahmana. In Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad, an analogy bas been drawn between the human body and a tree
wberein the bair, skin, blood, muscles, nerves and bones of human beings
have been held analogous to tbe leaves, bark, fluid or latex, cortex. pericycJe
and wood of the plants. The number of bones as mentioned ill Charakasa-
mbita & Sushrutasamhit a has been compared with that given in Vedic
literature. An elaborate chart comparing the part wise bones in the three
different works together witb the modern counter parts is given. The diff-
erent technical terminologies occurring in Vedic literature with anatomical
significance have been defined in the proper perspective. The different parts
and their component individual bones which are discussed at length in this
paper are cervical vertebrae, mandible, frontal, parietal occipital, temporal,
nasal, molar, auditory ossicles, spbeniodal sacrum, coccyx, thoracic, lumbar
ribs, sternum, clavicle, phalanges, metatarsals, tarsus, tibia, t rbula, femur
etc.

2. Kakachandishwar KaJpa Tantrokta Aushadhiyan (Medicines described
in Kakachandishvara Kalpa Tantra) by V.P.Tiwari. D.N.Tiwari 0.: Praja-
pati Joshi, Ayurvedavikas, April-May, 1979, 18,4 & 5, pp.9-15 and 9-19.

1he book Kakachandiswarakalpatantra comprises of 51 chapters named
as Kalpas, out of which 47 chapters pertain to the drugs and medicines of
vegetable origin and the remaining 4 cbapters deal with the drugs of animal
and mineral origin, Altogether 127 vegetable drugs togetber with their spe-
cific mode of usage are described. The book is a wonderful compilation of
the methods of treatment ranging from medicines of vegetable, animal, and
mineral origin to mantra (chanting) and tantra (occult powers). It describes
the specific auspicious hours as per zodiac positions considered best for the
purpose of procurement, processing and administration of medicines to the
patients. The habitat, morphological description and the geographical
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conditions conducive for the growth of herbs are discussed in respect of
many controversial drugs. The two important branches of Ayurveda viz:
Rasayana and Vajikarana i.e. branches dealing with the knowledge of reju-
venation and aphrodisiacs, have been adequately considered in this book.
The treatment of snake poison and the management of the problems caused
due to graha, bhoota (paediatric problems) etc also find place in this book.
The book contains many prescriptions which are mainly for non-medical
purposes. such as enticement (vashikarana) and subduing and killing
(maranam) etc. The convers ion of inferior metals into superior ones such
as prepar ation of geld from copper etc has been dealt with in this book.
The authors attempted to describe the drugs in alphabetical order together
with their botanical names, references, habitat, morphology and properties
etc. There is a list of plants which are required to be collected at a particular
time, day and month considered to be auspicious. The article is concluded
with a descriptive list of 10 plants which are highly useful for alchemic
purposes. Fifty plants are de scribed as "Siddhlkarak as" i.c, considered to
be good for health & wealth. and five as useful in paediatric problems
(balagraha bhutabadhai, ten useful for rejuvenation and five for enticement
or captivation.

3. Yashastilakacbampu
Yashas t ila kachampu)
1979, 18-5; pp. 25·29.

me nihit Arogya Sbastra (Hygiene found in
by K umari Vibhadevi, Ayurvedavikas, May,

The book Yashastilakachampu occupies an important place in Jain
literature. It was composed during 10th century A.D. in an admixture of
prose and verse in Sanskrit on the biographical events of Emperor Yasho-
dhara by one Jaina poet Somadevasurin. The systematic description of
the principles connected with health and hygiene bears ample testimony to
the fact that the author must have been definitely wel1 versed in the
literature of Ayurveda. Light has been thrown in this paper on the subjects
related to hygiene available in the book. Massage with oil is held efficacious
for restoration of energy and strength. Anointing the body with medicinal
powders is held good for promotion of com plexion and alert ness. The
significance of physical exercises, bath, food habits, sleep, proper regimen
for the changing weather have been explained at length. The time of taking
food and the incompatible food articles are very important as per Jainism
and they are dealt with elaborately.

4. Ayurvediya Samhita me Udavarta Yooiroga (Dysmenorrhoea as des-
cribed in Ayurvedic treatises) by Mamata Sharma, Ayurvedavikas, July,
1979, 18 - 7; pp. 53-56.

The disease Udavarta Yoniroga (dysmenorrhea) is described under 3
different headings in CharakajSushrutaand Vagbbeta. The author attempted
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to present a comparative study of the problem based on the three treatises.
The treatment in detail has also been studied. A comparative chart show-
ing various aetiological factors and symptoms found in the three books is
appended thereto.

5. Gita aur Ayurveda me Abar Vibar (Food and regimen in Gita and
Ayurveda) by Gangadhar Keshava Gurjar and Chandrakant vitthal
Patil, Ayurvedavik as, August, 1979, 18-8; pp, 9-15.

Gita is a brief code which aims at spiritual, moral and practical accom-
plishment in life. Likewise Ayurveda is also considered a Science of life.
In this article the authors have studied the food according to Gila and
Charaka. This is preceded by a critical study of" Swasthya" i.e. health
in a comparative way, based on what is stated in Gita and the various
treatises of Ayurveda. Both Gita and Ayurveda lay emphasis on "Brahm a-
charya" i. e. practice of celibacy for an ideal healthy and long life. The
importance of Hitashan and Mitashan i.e, wholesome food and food within
limits for bealth and long life is amply laid down in Gila and Ayurveda
as well. In brief Gita and Ayurveda both advocate an integrated approach
thro ugh diet and regimen for the attainment of the threefold object of
life i. e. dharma, artha and kama.

6. Kautilya Arthashastra ki Achuk Aushadhiyao (Unfailing remedies in
Kautilya's Arthashastra) by Rupnarayan Varma Venu; Ayurveda-
vikas, September, 1979, 18-9; pp. 19-20.

The Arthashastra of Kautilya abounds in medical prescriptions and
other remedial measures having profound effect in managing various
problems. The author has collected altogether 20 prescriptions. First
three prescriptions are aimed at combating appetite for a period ranging
from a fortnight to one month. There are methods and medicines which
can transform one form into other or which might metamorphose the com-
plexion of the individual. In the end there are certain prescriptions and
methods which aim at putting an end to a person or setting some object
on fire.

7. Vaidik Vangmay me Sanketit Dbatu (Metals indicated in Vedic lite-
rature) by Jyotirmitra Acharya, Ayurvedavikas Oct-Nov, 1979, 18-10&
11; pp. 17·20.

According to Charaka , Sushruta and Vaghbata, Ayurveda is the Upa-
veda of Atharvaveda. Some others hold it an Upaveda of Rigveda. Sage
Kashyapa considers Ayurveda as the fifth veda itself. One cannot acquire
a thorough knowledge of Ayurveda without studying Vedic literature which
comprises of Samhitas, Brahmanas, Aranyakas and. Upanishads. Although
there is not much mentioned about metals inVedic literature stilI the a~tbor
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has attempted to present the same in an alphabetical order. The word ayas
occurring in Rigveda is interpreted as iron. It is so in Ayurvedic literature
but the author of this article contends it as bronze. In Vajasaneyisarnhit a
a list of six metals-gold, copper, iron, bronze, lead and tin is given separately.
The ayas is divided into two classes, one as shyama (iron) and another lohita
(copper). In subsequent Brahmanas gold, silver and tin are mentioned. At
one place in Atharvaveda it is clearly indicated tbat metal named as trapus
can be easily melted whicb denotes it to be tin. Hiranya and rajata occurring
in Vedic literature signify gold and silver. Thus it can be inferred that
gold, silver, copper, iron and tin were predominently available during Vedic
period.

8. .Rasashastra ka Kramic Aitihasik Vivechan (A systematic bistorical
analysis of Rasa Shastra) by Sureshanand TbapaJiyal, Ayurvedavikas
Oct-Nov, 79, 18-10 & 11; pp.21-28.

The author contends that tbe development of Rasasbastra is tbe result
of a continuous practical study made by innumerable persons for hundreds
of years. In Rigveda 3 metals gold, silver & copper are mentioned. The
ayas is classified as red and black which stand for copper and iron:
Bronze and brass are also mentioned in Rigveda. Till the advent of
Mauryan Empire, the mode of exchange was in tbe form of cows, goats, and
sheep etc. During the Mauryan empire tbe currency exchange came into
existence for the first time. During this period the knowledge about metals
had reached new heights and people had discovered the uses of 7 metals.
The author of Manusrnriti in the 2nd century B. C. suggested tbe method
of purification of tbese metals for making use of them in casting utensils.
Harita had for tbe first time stipulated internal use of metals and minerals
as the constituents of a drug named as Chandraprabha. Subsequently tbe
practitioners of this particular brancb of knowledge were named as Rasasi-
dhas and their branch as Rasashastra. The number of Rasasidhas
who flourished in ancient times is believed to be 84. Before the advent of
Atreya, Harita and Sushruta, the metals were used only for making weapo-
ns, vessels and ornaments but during the Samhita period, the discovery of
internal use of metals and minerals brought about a great revolution. The
author gives a chronological account of the systematic development of the
knowledge of Rasashastra from Atreya to 20th century scholars.

9. Bribat Trayi me Rasachikitsa (Treatment with metals and minerals in
Briha ttrayi] by Vidyadbar Shukla Kaviraj, Ayurvedavikas, Oct-Nov,
1979, 18-10 & 11 : pp: 36-48.

The three principal compendia of Ayurveda-Charakasamhita, Sushru-
tasamhita, and Ashtangahridya are collectively named as Brihat-trayi. The
author has compiled from these books such medicinal prescriptions which
contain minerals or metals in any form. At first instance he has enumerated
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the list of drugs from Charakasamhita which include rock salt, black salt,
red ochre, orpiment, realgar, lead sulphide, copper-sulphate, sulphur,
iron-sulphate, gold, silver, brass, copper, iron, lead, aspbalt, iron
pyrites etc. Subsequently in Sushrutasamhita also all the metals and
minerals occurring in Charakasamhita are found and in addition a few
more such as borax, pearls, corals, diamonds. eat's eye, sapphire, rock crystal
etc are found. The internal and external uses of metals and minerals were
of a wider spectrum during Sushruta's time and they were regarded to be
useful in a large number of diseases such as piles, liver and spleen disorders,
anorexia, major and minor skin problems ranging from wounds to leukode-
rma and leprosy, urinary disorders including diabetes mellitus, a vast number
of eye diseases, anemia, jaundice, hiccough etc. Thus the knowledge about
metals and minerals had comparatively advanced in Sushruta's time. In
Ashtangahridaya most of the prescriptions found in Charaka and Sushruta
have been repeated with little variation at some places. In this book exter-
nal use of mercury has been indicated.

10. Ayurvedetar Vangmaya me Rasayan ki Samagri (Matter connected
to Rasayana in non-Ayurvedic literature) by Vibha Devi, Ayurveda-
vikas, Oct & Nov, 79, 8-10 & 11; pp. 53 to 58.

Rasayana is one of the eight branches of Ayurveda. The author has
selected the period from 600 to 1200 AD for studying this topic in non-medical
literature which is considered to have been written or compiled during this
period. The nomenclature 'Rasayana' is coined by Charaka, and followed
by Sushruta, but subsequently the authors of Ashtangasangraha and
Ashtangahridya have named it as '<Jarachikitsa" . Dalhana, the com-
mentator of Sushruta has defined Rasayana at length. The author
of Yashastilaka has found that the consumption of clarified butter, milk and
butter-milk together with food has the effect equivalent to that of a
Rasayana, Huen Tsang in his travel account mentioned that a king
Sadvaha by name had lived for centuries after taking the Rasayana treat-
ment from one Nagarjuna Bodb isatva who was a specialist in Rasayana. In
Harshacharirasara, there are some oblique references to Rasayana. Alberuni
narrated a number of facts pertaining to Rasayana in his travel account.
He mentions the names of Nagarjuna and Vyadi as scholars and specialists
in this subject. According to him this treatment is done with various herbs
and drugs and the persons treated become free from the effects of old age
and disease, the grey hair turn black with restoration of the energy, strength
and stamina enabling them to regain redoubled vim and vigour to indulge
in coitus. Kshemendra in his book Kalavilasa writes about Dhatuvada and
the treatment with mercury. It becomes obvious from the writings of
Kshemendra that the preparation of laboratory gold had begun during his
time. In Kathasaritsagara also, the gold preparation is described .. In a
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book entitled Kakshaputa by Nagarjuna, similar facts are mentioned.
Bhavishyapurana and Vairagyashataka have references pertaining to
Rasayana. In Rajatarangini, a prescription to overcome the ill-effects of
old age and diseases is mentioned. Similarly the author has collected
references from other books also such as DarpadaJan, Desbopadesh, Bodhi-
charyavatar, Mruchchakatika, Ratirahasya, Samayamatrrka , Padmapurana,
Adipurana and Selyasevakopedesha etc.

11. Kautilya Artbashastra me Rasayao (Rasayana in the Arthasbastra of
Kautilya) by Jayaram Yadava & Jyotirmitra Acharya, Ayurvedavikas,
Oct & Nov, 1979, 18-10 & 11 : pp: 59 to 64.

Kaut ilya's Artbasastra is an authoritative work on the policy of a Hindu
state. The period of compilation of this book is around 320 B.C. In this
book a large number of topics connected to Ayurveda occurs. The refer-
ence about causing a man made epidemic polluting water and air and the
methods of management of such epidemics is found in this book.

The post mortem examination is also described in this book for the
first time. There were two separate departments in tbe government of
Chandragupta Maurya- one to deal with alcoholic preparations and another
with weights and measures. The book abounds in references pertaining to the
names of medicines, metals. minerals and precious stones etc. It becomes
clear from this book that the preparation of gold from mercury was in vogue
during this period because gold was described to be of 3 types keeping in
view its origin-one pure gold, another alchemic gold and the third impure
gold obtained from the mines. The uses of cinnabar, orpiment and other
minerals are mentioned. A detailed account pertaining to various types
of precious stones with their origin, varieties, merits and demerits and uses
is found. The purifications of gold, silver etc are indicated. The signs of
various mines wherefrom the various metals and minerals are obtainable
have been discussed in detail.

12. Pracbio Bharatiya Sahitya me Dhatuoo ka Parichay (Introduction to
metals in ancient Indian Ii teraturej by Rajendraprakash Bhatnagar
Ayurvedavikas, Oct-Nov, ]979, 18·10 & 11, pp. 204-215.

The ancient Indian civilisation during the prehistoric age has been classi-
fied in the following three classes by historians on the basis of the metals
and minerals - Paleolithic and Neolithic and copper or iron age. The
Indus valley civilization bears testimony to the iron-age or copper age. The
use of metals was in vogue in both the civilizations-Aryan and Dravidian.
Vedas which reflect the culture and civilization of Aryans, contain knowledge
about iron. copper, gold, silver, and their vessels and ornaments etc. A met.
allurgist is called Karmar and goldsmith hiranyakar in Rigveda. In Yajur-
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veda ayastap is used for smelter for melting the minerals. Taittiriyasamhita
gives a list of metals and minerals The method of obtaining gold. silver
and copper is mentioned in Atharvaveda, There is a full chapter devoted to
lead in Atharvaveda. Similarly vast information pertaining to metals
and minerals is available in Shatapatba Brahmana, Kathopanishad and
Chandogyopanishad. The Arthashasrra written by Kautilya gives elaborate
details about metals and minerals because by that time the precious metals
and minerals were regarded to be holding sway over the economy of the
State. The principal source of income of the exchequer was the forest
wealth and the mineral wealth. Trade and commerce were secondary.
The head of the mines was called Akaradh yaksha and of the metals
and minerals as Lauhadhyaksha. The person who supervised and contr oiled
the moulding of coins wa s called Lakshanadhyaksha. Rupee (coin) was
known as Pana which was made of a combination of silver, copper, iron, tin,
lead, and antimony. The various types of gold, silver and the methods of
their procurement and purifications are described at length in Arrhasbas tra,
The gold-plating and silver-plating over the ornaments made of inferior met-
als such as copper etc were also in vogue. The methods of admixing other
metals in gold and silver are shown. Subsequently in the Ayurvedic treatis-
es there is ample account of metals and minerals Charaka is a work compo-
sed during Upanishad period during which time the metals were used in
fine powder form. The method of reducing metals into calx is not found in
Charaka nor do we come across the use of mercury and SUlphur. They are
of subsequent origin. Sushruta is more accurate and elaborate in giving
therapeutic properties to these metals and minerals. The method of Ayas-
kriti i.e. method of making the metals fine and assimilable into body is more
clear and detailed in Sushruta Samhita. In the books of Vagbhata seven
metals and other minerals and several precious stones are mentioned. The
use of mercury and sulphur was not much as medicine during Vagbhata's.
period. The other details in respect of metals and minerals in these
books are more or less identical to what has been described in Char aka and
Sushruta.

13. Rasashastra ke Graoth (Books on Rasasbastra) by Siddhinandan M ishra
Ayurvedvikas, December, 1979, 18-12; pp. 55-60.

The Rasashastra is a huge independent science which developed on
account of contribution and blessings of innumerable sages and scientists.
The main origin of this particular branch of knowledge is attributed to
Lord Shiva. So far more than five hundred authoritative books have been
written on the subject but most of tbem are not available today. The aut-
hor bas prepared a list of 296 books in alphabetical order togetherwith
names of their authors. The list begins with Agastya Samhita &- ends.
with Rasatantrasara and Siddha Prayoga Sangraha published from
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Krishna Gopal, Ajrner, In this list the names of authors of 53 books are
not known.

14. Rase shwar a Darshana evam Dehasiddhi (Raseshwar Darshana and
attainment of health) by Usha Kushavaha & Jyotirmitra; Ayurvedavikas,
December 1979, 18 - 12; pp 61-65.

The entire Indian philosophy is aimed at achieving happiness in life and
salvation after death. The freedom of the living body from old age, disease
and death is salvation according to one school of thought and mercury is
helpful in it. The authors in this article have explained on tbe bas is of
Raseshwara Darshana , the significance of avarmuk ti, jeevanmukti, punar-
janma, mok sh a and the role !ha t mercury plays in their attainment. In
this book of Rasa shastra , there are eight types of Samsk.aras of mercury
indicated for the purpose of dhatusiddhi, whereas Ii Samskaras are indica-
ted for the purpose of dehasiddhi, The 18 Samsk ar as or the special tr eat-
ment of mercury are as follows: Svedan, Mardan, Murchan, Utthapan,
Trivid ha pat an, Rodhan, Niyaman, Sand eepan , Gaganabhakshan, Sa ncharan,
Gar bhadruti, Bahyadruti, Jaran, Grasa, Sar anakarma Sa nkr a man, Bedhan &
Sharirayoga. Out of these 18 first eight are meant for medical attainment and
the rest Jar salvation and other allied purposes. According to Rasesnwara
Dar sharia when the mercury becomes free from density and appears in
different colours then it should be deemed as Murcchir , Unlike what is
ind ica te d in Ayurveda the Raseshwara Darshana indicates Maranam of
mercury immediately after Murchanarn instead of uthapana, trividliapatana
bodlian and niyamana Samskaras . The signs and symptoms of this mercury
which has been rendered mritham and baddham i.e. after maranam and
bliedanam h ave been explained in this book, The book further explains
the significance of Mercurial Lingarn made out of solidified mercury: This
a r ricle on Rasesh war a Darshana is bas ed on the relevant material availa-
ble in the book entitled Sarvadarshanasangraha by Madhavacharya.

15. Kautilya Kalin Dhatuvignan (\1etallurgy during Kautilyass period)
by Deva Kothari Ayurvedavikas, Dee 79, 18-12; pp. 66-74.

Kautilva alias Vishnugupta Chanuk ya was tbe Prime Minister of
Emperor Chandrangupta Maurya, His work Arrhashastr a was originally
written in 6000 stanzas. Its references are found in various other works
but the original manuscript was found in the year 1906 at Thanjavur. It IS

a valuable treasure of many subjects like politics, economics, sociology
and medicine etc. Iron was used for making weapons of war and a large
quantity of iron was presented to Alexander. The word dhatu In this book
was us- d for denoting ore, while the word loha stood for all the metals
which included copper, lead, steel, bronze, tin etc. Plenty of mineral salt
was also available during that period. The types of gold, Silver, and the
method of detecting and determining the different types of mines are
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explained. The purificatory procedures of gold and silver are found in this
book. Stealing of gold while making ornaments by goldsmiths is also men-
tioned. There were three types of goldsmiths doing three different types of
works-one Kshepakas who were studdingprecious stories on gold ornaments.
the other gunak as who were doing the work of threadmg fine gold fibres
and the third Ksliudrakas who were preparing hollow articles such as small
bells worn around ankles etc. The Government department dealing \\ it h
these metals such as gold & silver etc. had three-tier management system.
The extraction and purification of impure gold and silver used to take place
in a wing called as ak shashala, which had only one door and four rooms in
four sides having no inter-communication. The head ot the ak shashala
was called swarnadhyaksha. The second wing was called swarnashala
where the work of making ornaments by the three types of goldsmiths was
used to be done and the third wing where the sale and purchase of the orna-
ments took place was called Vishikha which is a synonym to present day
gold and silver exchange. The gold or silver plating over the basal metals
was called as twashtrakarma. The different categories of officers who were
appointed in this department with adequate technical knowledge and skill
were akaradhyaksha, khanyadhyaksh a, loh adhyaksha, swarnadhyaksh a,
lakshanadhyaksho, rupadarshak a pautavadhyaksha, and lavanadhyaksha etc.
The indepth study of various types of precious stones and their varieties and
kinds made by the people of that period is indeed amusing They had
named the stones according to the place of their origin, siruct ure, characteri-
stics or properties.

16. Vaidik Sahitya me Hriday ki Samaoya Rachaoa (The general structure of
heart in Vedic literature) by Suresh Chandra Srivastava, Sachitra Ayurved
April 1979, 31-10; pp. 905 - 909.

The heart is described under various references in Vedic lit erature,
Rigvcda describes the different parts of the body together with various dise-
ases in general and heart in particular, in an entire Sukt a. The heart is
expressed as Pundarika (blossom of lotus) in Atharvaveda and Upanishads.
In a particular Richa (stanza) of Atharvaveda the words devak oshu and k osha
are used for heart. The heart and the two lungs along wu h the trachea are
imagined in the form of a bird with its two wings extended on both the
sides. The word viral occurring in Samaveda and Brlhadar a nyak a Upanishad
signify a particular part of the heart. The heart is analogised with ratha
(chariot) at many places in Vedic literature. r n the Upanishads much
importance is given to hridayag yan which is called as atmagyan and at some
places as bramhavidya or madhuvidya. The derivation of the word liridaya
owes its origin to hrid which signifies a pond in Vedic literature. The word
hauda in colloquial language is still used for water tank. The heart is
indeed a tank acting as blood reservoir in the body. In another reference
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the heart is compared to a drona meaning a tank with a tape. In Rigveda the
heart is symbolised with a cave which shows the initial knowledge of Aryans
about the heart. In Brihadaranyaka Upan shad an indepth study of the
structure and function of the heart is made. S ushruta's description of
heart in the form of a downwardly suspended lotus bud which contracts
when at rest (sup/a) and relaxes when in action (jagriri , tallies with the
Atharvavedic analogy which symboJises heart with pundarika. A physical
examination of the heart is given in Chandogya Upanishad. The different
types of sounds produced in heart are analogised with different types ofsimi-
lar sounds. A freshly dissected heart is described in Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad. The size of the heart is suggested in Upanishads.

17. Sanskrit Vangmaya me Bargad (Banyan tree in Sanskrit literature)
by Sitaram Jha, Sachitra Ayurved, June 1979, 31-12. pp 1050-1054.

Banyan tree belongs to Vatadivarga and damsharomakula. The
oldest name of banyan tree is nyagrodha which is menti oned in Yajurveda
and At harva veda, In Subsequent literature such as Sbatbapatha Bramhana
and Katyayana Shrauta Sutra also, it is mentioned as Nyagrodha.
Sage Valrniki describes it as vata in Ramayana. In Charakasamhita both
the words nyagrodha and vata occur for banyan tree in Matrasangrahaniya-
kashaya skandha; g arbhasthapana andjwarachikitsa portions. Sushruta inc-
ludes it in nyagrodhadi gana whereas Bhavaprakasha tnsts it under kshiri
vrikshas (latex-yielding trees) and panchavalkalas . The poet Bhattanarayana
in 600 B.C. in his work entitled Venisamhara mentions nyagrodha. In the
Upanishads of medieval period such as Knsnnopanishad, Ramarahas-
yopanishad and Shivopanishad etc, the name Nyagrodba IS missing.
On the contrary it is referred under the name vata. The tree is said to have
grown first in Kurukshetra according to Aitareya Brahmana. King Bhoja in
his Champuramayana symbolises the aerial roots of a banyan tree with rain-
fall from the sky. Harsha describes the beauty of the tree while describing
Pushk aradvipa in his work Naishadha. The banyan and peepal trees were
cultivated for the purpose of demarcation of geographical borders between
one state and the other. According to Padmapurana banyan tree is the seat
of Rudra. It bestows health, longevity, fortune, prosperity and progeny on
those who worship it. Sira 'on the way to her forest abode prostrated before
a banyan tree and sought its blessings. In Ramayana banyan tree is
referred under four names ny agrodha, shyamavata, vata and bhandira.
Krishnavata is a kind of banyan tree as per Srimadbhagavat a. Sage
Valmiki mentioned the flowering of banyan tree and other latex yielding
trees unlike what is held as a corn.non belief th rt they do not bear flowers.
The Ayurvedic treatises such as Char aka, Sushruta ete abound in descriptions
in respect of characteristics and properties of this tree.
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18. Videshoo me Ayurved ke Agra Doot (The messengers of Ayurveda in
foreign countries) by Rajendraprakash Bhatnagar, Sachitra Ayurved
June 1979, 31 - 12; pp. 1060-1062.

The Indians have propagated and spread their knowledge to remote
countries from ancient times. These messengers who traversed abroad
were teachers, tradesmen, preachers physicians and so on. The Indians
had established colonies there even during Vedic period, Rarnayana period
and Mahabharata period; but there is no such information or account
available either in this country or in those foreign countries. The first
account about such visits is available from the time of Buddhist period.
The Indian travellers visited overseas during Buddhist period through land
and water. The islands and nations of Southeast Asia were accessible
through water whereas Central Asia, China & Korea etc. were visited by
road. Both the ways were not free from ferocious animals and natural and
physical calamities. The majority of the travellers were Buddhist monks.
The non-Buddhist travellers who traversed abroad included the scholars of
music, dance. astronomy and Ayurveda. The availability of translated
portions from Indian books on philosophy, astronomy and med icine (Ayur-
veda) in Chinese language proves that many non-Buddhis t scholars also
went there. In the Buddha temples of 10th or 11th century found near
Chuanch Chau port the Indian deities of Narasirnha, Shivalinga, & Kaliya-
daman etc. are discovered. Marco polo in 13th century mentioned about
the sale of condiments and other precious articles of Hindu origin on this
port. The kings of China believed that the Indian physicians had the
knowledge of prolonging the life-span of the man with the help of
herbs and drugs. The Indian experts who possessed this knowledge
were searched and requisitioned by the Emperor of China. An Indian physi-
cian, Vaidya Narayana Swamy's name is found in China's literature who
is believed to have gone there in the 7th century. His prescriptions have
enabled the then king of China to gain longevity and health. Some of the
Sanskrit books on medicine have been rendered into Chinese. Similarly the
author further traces out the account of journey of medical system of India
to the nations like Korea. Tibet, and Japan etc.

19. Vaidik Sabitya me Hridaya ki Aotarik Racbana ka Varnan-(The descrip-
tion of internal structure of heart in Vedic Literature) by Sureshchandra
Srivastava. Sachitra Ayurved, August, 1979, 32-2, pp. 88-95.

The heart was considered to be the seat of spirit or soul; probably this
was the reason why the Vedic sages became inclined to dissect the heart and
know the internal structure thereof. The heart is termed as hridayabralzma in
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.The heart is stated to be taken out for the purpose
of worship as per Kathopanishad. A systematic dissection of an animal
heart is described in Bijasamhita. The heart is stated to be divided in 8
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portions in Nirukta. The internal structure of heart is described in a chapter
of Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. The bilateral symmetry of heart as mentioned
in anatomy is described in Vedic literature. The words aksha, indra
and virata occurring in Vedic literature sound mysterious. Though the word
aksha has been defined as eye by commentators. the implied meaning
which appears most suitable there is axis or half. Thus the heart is divided
into two halve, in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. In Mundakopanishad
heart is said to be connected with the blood vessels of the body. Just
as dakshina aksha and vama ak sha of the heart are significant expressions
similarly the words like indra, virat . sastava, antarhridayak aslia, lohitapinda,
Antarhridaya Jalak., Sati samcliarani Hridayadurdhva nadi Sahasradhak eslt
and antarhridaya etc., also bear some special significance when viewed in the
context of heart's internal structure. The author in this article has attem-
pted to correlate each of the above terms with some sure entity existing with-
in the heart. The word nodi is widely used in Vedic literature and has been
defined as dhamani by Ma cdonel and Keith. But the term nadi in Vedic
literature is used at various places to denote blood vessels, nerve cord, vas
deferens, oviducts. tracheal tubes, and spinal cord etc. The words hira mean-
ing sira and dhamani are used for veins and arteries in Vedic literature; the
former is indicated by its colour while the later by the fluid flowing within.An
Urdhv anodi is mentioned in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad which has been
defined as an artery going upward by Max Muller. This does not sound
correct, because in Atharvaveda it is stated that the mind motivates the
heart by Urdhvanadi which means that this is an inter-connective system
between heart and brain. In Taittiriya Upanishad also perhaps the same
nadi is stated to be spread from heart to brain. In Aitareya Upanishad also
a similar description occurs wherein it is further stated that this urdhvanadi
is trifurcated which should mean the spinal cord, sympathetic nerve cord
and vagus parasympathetic nerve cord. Similarly the description of Ida and
Pingala nadi in the right and left side of Kandachakra (cervical plexus) is
also significant.

20. Ayurvedetar Sahitya me Agadatantra(Toxico\ogy in non-Ayurvedic liter-
ature) by Vibhadevi, Sachitra Ayurved, December 1979,32- 6; pp. 288-298.

Agad at antr a or toxicology occupies an important place among the 8
branches of Ayurveda, Sushruta calls it as Agadatantra, Charaka names it as
Vishavaravairodhik Prashaman while Ashtangahridaya and Ashtangasangraha
refer it as Damaslitrachikitsa. There is no specific Dame coined in the
Don-medical literature from 600 AD to 1200 AD for tbe knowledge related
to this branch. Yadavaprakasha of lIth century describes at length the
classifications and types of snakes rather in more detail tban what is descri-
bed in Sushrutasambita.
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The signs ascribed to darvikar, mandafi, rajiman, nirvish, vaikaranj-snakes
in Sushruta are similar to those mentioned in Vaijayantikosha. The genesis
of scorpion is explained by Hemachandra in Kumarapalacbarita. The pre-
sence of poison accord ing to Adipuranas is in the front in snakes and in tbe
rear in scorpions. In Kashikabhyudaya it is stated that the poisons are very
potent substances and that they require Rasayana for their management.
There are number of instances given in Kathasaritsag ara, Padmapurana and
Rajatar angini etc., wherein the victims of snake bite never restore conscious-
ness. The poison can vitiate any powerful medicine and the poison alone can
be the medicine for a poison. But Harshach ar itasara mentions nagadanian as
a potent ant isnake poisonous drug. In Chandra prabhacharira the sensual
pleasure is regarded as the potent poison. In Kathasaritsagara the method
of rendering poisonous plants. trees, shrubs, herbs, ponds and lakes etc in
the territory of an enemy king is described. In the same book 2 types of
vishakan yas (poisonous demsels) are described - one natural and the other
artificial. In Harshacharita, Adipurana and Padmacharita etc instances are
narrated wberein the victims are killed by various methods of poisoning,
The method of examining the poison-mixed food is given in Mudrar ak shasa.
The Kathasaritsagara describes the signs visible in a person who intends to
administer poison. Dashakumaracharita gives at length the diagnosis and
prognosis of the victims of poison. The fatal dose of poison. the period of
its manifestation and its treatment through medicines and Mantras (chanting)
as per many other books have been discussed by the author who has conclu-
ded the article hy giving comparative. tables and charts drawn with the
help of various books including the medical treatises also.

21. Ayurved ka Itibasa(History of Ayurveda) by Kaviraj Harikrishna Saba-
gal Ayurved Mahasammelan Patrik a, Sept, 1979,66-9, pp. 407 - 411.

The author contends in this articlethat the History of Ayurveda is syno-
nymous with the History of Aryan race. Basing on the view held by Maha-
pandit Rahul that the Aryans originated from Central Asia, the author
attempts to explore the History of Ayurveda in this paper. A place known
as Yural in Russia forms the boundary between Asia and Europe, wherein
some gold and silver cups for drinking wine which are si milar to those desc-

, ribed in Madatyaya chapter of Charakasamhita are found in excavation.
Similarly in a painting found on a wall in the remains of Panchakand in
Sink yang the drinking of males and females together is depicted which
tallies with the description given in Charak,

One of the synonyms of Neelkamal (Nymphoea) is Kaknad in Nighantu.
The Kaknad is existing in Mongolia. Even today the puncliakarma as a
special therapeutic regimen and seeing. touching and interrogation as
special measures of examining a patient are in vogue in Mongolia. A good
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number of Ayurvedic compendia are preserved in the museums of Mongolia.
The life style and food habits occurring in Charaka Samhita tally with that
of the people living in China. The Chinese Pysicians still make use of the
fumigation of bones. feathers and excreta of owls, cats, mungoose, snakes,
scorpions and crows as indicated in Charaka Samhita. The internal use
of the blood of camels and fox etc. is a Mongolian tradition. The Agnivesha
Samhita which reflects the Aryan and Indo-Aryan culture was subsequently
redacted by Charaka before the advent of Christian era. The author conte-
nds that original Agnivesha Samhita was full ofprescriptions of animal origin.
But Charaka due to Buddhistic learning replaced 50% of them with vege-
table prescriptions. Charaka could redact only 10 chapters and the remai-
ning were accomplished by Dridhabala who hailed from Kashmir. The
ancestors of Charaka who belonged to Naga dynasty ruled the state. The
names like Ananthnag. K ukarnag etc. are still found there. Similarly the
Kashmiri pandits are called as Manasbal, Gandharbal, Sarbal etc., which
proves that Drudhabala hailed from this place. The Isar el was known as
Asarayil meaning Asur Pradesh where Matani dominion founded by a sage
Maimatyani was ruled. This name occurs in the list of scientists who
attended a summit scientific congregation referred to in Charaka Samhita.
The descendents of Agnivesha migrated to Syria which is as old as India.
Rome was known as Atoria before 3000 years which is a changed form of
Athreya. A photo painting of Rama, Lakshmana and Seetha, one Shiva-
Jingam, photo of Bharata, requesting Rama to return to Ayodhya and
another photo of Rama together with his sons Lava and Kusha holding the
reign of a horse are preserved as monuments of this culture in the museu m
of Vatican city. The same people subsequently spread in the neighbouring
province named after them as Atataria. As per the reference available in
Charaka Samhita a summit scientific meet was attended by 50 scholars from
far off places including central Asia, China, Bulgaria, Syria, Egypt, Nepal.
Beluchistan, Turkey and Cambodia etc.

22. Vaidika Sabitya meo Janaoa Motra Taotra (Genito - Urinary system in
Vedic literature) by Suresh Chandra Srivastava. Ayurved Mahasamme-
Ian Patrika, June 1979, 66.6; pp 261-268.

The mention of a good number of male reproductive organs such as
Andau, Vrishan. Vrishannadi, Upastha, Vasti, Vastabil and Rethas etc., is
found in Vedic Lterature.

The topic based on male reproductive organs is found in Aitareya Brah-
mana, where the female reproductive organ is termed as Agni. In this reference
the structure of male reproductive organ is explained with analogy of caul-
dron wherein the handle of cauldron is imagined as testicle, the vas defe-
reus as Danda (handstick) and the attached seminal vesicle halves are
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imagined as bowls or cups. Similarly the semen of the male is imagined as
milk. In another reference of Atharvaveda it is stated that by breaking the
testicles, the males can be rendered sterile and impotent which indicates
that the Aryans had the full true knowledge about the production of semen.
These anatomical entities have been reiterated by Charaka and Sushruta
also. The author with the help of Charaka and Sushruta, Keith and Monier
Williams has attempted to prove that the words Kaprut, Shatdhar, Kurnbha,
Duhe and Kurnbhi stand for scrotal sac, vas eferens, seminal vesicles, ejac-
ulation and feminine uterus respectively. There are few other words like
PJashi, Shep Upasthi and Medhra etc. which are used to denote the
male reproductive organs or any part thereof in Vedic literature. In
Vedic Index Plashi is explained as penis. Shep is used to denote an erected
penis whereas Vaitas is used todenote a penis which is in normal slate. Upa st hi
is a common word occurring in Vedic and subsequent literature to signify
both male and female genitals. But Charaka has specifically named the
male and female genitals as Medhra and Bhaga. Thus Bhaga stands for
clitoris while Medhra for glans and corpus cavernosum In Vaja Sam-
hita, Vrikka and Kloma occur for denoting pu bic hair. In Rigve da th e WOf ds
like Yoni, Garbhashaya, Kukshi, and Jarayu are often repeated. Jar ayu is
used against placenta while Pushkarini against ut eru s filled with amniotic
fluid. Various female reproductive parts are described in Br ihadaranyak a
Upanishad-lorna-pubic hair, Yoni-vaginal tube, Mushki-Iabiuim majus and
labium minus, Adhishavana-hymen,Garbha-uterus. Bhagu-Chtor is. Semen is
analogi sed in Vedic literature as milk or water. Generally Rethus is used to
signify semen. There appears to be anatomical and physiological difference in
the words Rethus, Veerya and Sukra in Vedic liter atur e. The word Vrikka
stands for kidney. In Atharvaveda, the cathetor is applied for elimination
of urine blocked in bladder. In this reference the other anatomical ent it ies of
urinary system such as Vasti, Gavinya, Vastibil , Bastavadlii and M eh an am.
etc. are also found.


